
 

 

   
   

Reception Reception Reception PPPlanned for Jonathan Harmonlanned for Jonathan Harmonlanned for Jonathan Harmon   
   

Jonathan Harmon will be arriving in Milo on 2/1/13. Jonathan is the grandson of Jonathan Harmon will be arriving in Milo on 2/1/13. Jonathan is the grandson of Jonathan Harmon will be arriving in Milo on 2/1/13. Jonathan is the grandson of 
Dolly (Knowles) Harmon and George Harmon (deceasDolly (Knowles) Harmon and George Harmon (deceasDolly (Knowles) Harmon and George Harmon (deceased). Jonathan was raised ed). Jonathan was raised ed). Jonathan was raised 
in Milo for about 10 years and along with his dadin Milo for about 10 years and along with his dadin Milo for about 10 years and along with his dad Gary Gary Gary,,, and mother and mother and mother Susan  Susan  Susan 
HarmonHarmonHarmon,,, and sister Lauren, relocated to California.  and sister Lauren, relocated to California.  and sister Lauren, relocated to California.    
   
Jonathan joined the U S Army and was deployed to Afghanistan. While in a Jonathan joined the U S Army and was deployed to Afghanistan. While in a Jonathan joined the U S Army and was deployed to Afghanistan. While in a 
combat zone, Jonathan come in contact with an IED and acombat zone, Jonathan come in contact with an IED and acombat zone, Jonathan come in contact with an IED and as a result lost both s a result lost both s a result lost both 
legs. He has been at Walter Reed Army Hospital and received surgery and legs. He has been at Walter Reed Army Hospital and received surgery and legs. He has been at Walter Reed Army Hospital and received surgery and 
prosthetic legs and going through tprosthetic legs and going through tprosthetic legs and going through therapy. He will be on a 3 day leave to be in herapy. He will be on a 3 day leave to be in herapy. He will be on a 3 day leave to be in 
his sisters wedding while here in Maine.his sisters wedding while here in Maine.his sisters wedding while here in Maine.   
   
Plans are in the making to welcome Jonathan on the first, here in Milo, at the Plans are in the making to welcome Jonathan on the first, here in Milo, at the Plans are in the making to welcome Jonathan on the first, here in Milo, at the 
Milo TMilo TMilo Town Hall. The exact time is not yet known but I will keep you posted.own Hall. The exact time is not yet known but I will keep you posted.own Hall. The exact time is not yet known but I will keep you posted.   
   
This veteran is a hero and a Maine native. I am asking anyone out there to pass This veteran is a hero and a Maine native. I am asking anyone out there to pass This veteran is a hero and a Maine native. I am asking anyone out there to pass 
the word along and come to MILO TOWN HALL on thethe word along and come to MILO TOWN HALL on thethe word along and come to MILO TOWN HALL on the 1 1 1st of February and show st of February and show st of February and show 
Jonathan our love and appreciation for protecting our freedom,Jonathan our love and appreciation for protecting our freedom,Jonathan our love and appreciation for protecting our freedom,   while realizing while realizing while realizing 
that this young man came ever so close to losing his life for us. that this young man came ever so close to losing his life for us. that this young man came ever so close to losing his life for us.    
   
God Bless all of youGod Bless all of youGod Bless all of you...   
   
FMI please contact RonFMI please contact RonFMI please contact Ronnienienie Knowles Knowles Knowles   
 
 
 

 


